
Cassandra Platform - A Case Study

* Disclaimer: This is meant to be a short, high level overview of some of  my contributions for the Cassandra project. 
***This project is currently under development and due to client privacy concerns I’ve excluded and modified content where needed.



(www.cassandra.co)

Samples of previous quarterly Cassandra publication

Cassandra empowers Fortune 500 companies to see the future through trend forecasting, research, strategy, and brand consulting to drive innovation and stronger engagement with 
youth.

About Cassandra



For over 20 years Cassandra has been the leader in providing contemporary insights into youth trends. First through print, and more recently through an on-line catalogue of their con-
tent. The challenge was taking this library of content and transforming into a digital hub for clients.  

Hardcopy Publication Searchable Database Platform

High Level Problem

Past
- Printed publication delivered quar-
terly annually for 20 years
- Weighed a ton and not shareable.

Current
- Content migrated to a digital format. 
“Encyclopedia style”
- Cumbersome, Lacked narrative for users 
to gain useful insights outside of following 
chronological content releases.

Future
- A On-Hand Hub for clients to access 
content most relevant to their needs
- Ability to save and share findings with 
teams
- Serendipitous experience of connect-
ing seemingly unrelated content. 

User Needs



Up until this project, the Cassandra team had never implemented product design or UX processes 
in to their workflow. The first challenge was to educate the team on what we were hoping to  
accomplish and create and develop a process that would work with preexisting team dynamics 
and our scheduled timeline.

PROCESS



Process

Normally, I would approach all problems from a “Design Thinking”/Lean i.e. “Get something out the door that we can establish a feedback loop on.” The Cassandra projects was slight 
exception. This particular project didn’t lend it self to an iterative process, so I had to modify my approach to fit the project structure.

Team Dynamic
Myself  - UX and Research Consultant Engineering Outsourced  Meredith Kaufman - Product Management



Process

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Normally, I would approach all problems from a “Design Thinking”/Lean i.e. “Get something out the door that we can establish a feedback loop on.” The Cassandra projects was slight 
exception. This particular project didn’t lend it self to an iterative process, so I had to modify my approach to fit the project structure.

Phase 3 represented and implementation and visual design phase. An annotated deliverables were turned over to the team to be used by engineering to implement as well as 
the visual design team to beginning skinning.

Synthesize

AnalyticsAnalyticsCard SortingUsability Testing

Architecture

Competitive Research

Flow

Key Metrics Proto-Personas Journey Map Synthesize

Heuristic Analysis

Features



Heuristic Analysis



Heuristic Analysis - Takeaways (some)

Example of a “Never-Ending Article”

System/World Matching
The platform relied on internal language that was different from 
how the users talk about the content in their day to day. 

Visibility of System Status
Long form articles, unique layout design to each macro, and con-
fusing labeling of navigation caused confusion for users as to 
where they are on the platform and what to do next. 

User Control and Freedom
Search that was not comprehensive enough to be a useful a dis-
covery tool. 

Recognition over Recall
Hidden Search, and navigation elements combined with varying 
language made it difficult for users to remember where to find 
specific content. 

Help and Documentation
Lack of error messaging when inputs are not valid. No clear direc-
tion for users and how to fix their errors.



No data point is useful in isolation. In addition to Google Analytics, and face-to-face feedback we used Heat Mapping from Crazy Egg to get an idea of what users were actually see-
ing vs doing on the landing pages. At the time, each page did not have a unique identifier that allowed us to see what was happening on the Article and Data page level, so we con-
centrated on the main landing pages.

The heat map tracked what content  was on screen and waht 
content was scrolled to. In practice it took about 2-3 scolls to 
get to the “blue area” given screen size. 

Green = Over 90% is viewed on screen by users
Blue(to purple) = Less than 10% of users found it useful.

Heat - Map

Analysis:

Page Fold

It was clear from comparing the heat map output with Goo-
gle analytics and click behavior, that users were not scrolling 
to content deep down on the page. Majority of users scrolled 
once before making a decision.

bottom10%
of users

Over 90%

Analytics



Confetti visualization provided an effective tool for stakeholders to quickly understand 
the analytics we were reading. The even spread of click traffic helped reinforce some 
assumptions and interview feedback that users did not know what to do on the page. 
The current site lacked a clear narrative. Most user would click to “Find Help”, something 
familiar, or click on something that they found interesting, 

Confetti

Analytics

Card Sorting
A lot of initial feedback centered around language. The content team writes highly col-
orful  macros about current trends. The concern was weather the headlines were corre-
sponding with user expectations when the clicked on content. 

Various card sorting exercises were used with different users to try and get and idea of 
how users group our content naturally. Discovery being a main use case of the platform, it 
was important that we were connecting our categories with the users’ mental model.



There were a number of consistent frustrations we were able to measure across various 
tests, face to face user interactions and analytics. The following are some of the takeaways.

• “Don’t understand why I am here?” “What am I supposed to use this for?” The value 
proposition is missing. Explaining how it works / what the user gets / examples of past 
success? 

• Current Contact Form is misleading and cumbersome. Doesn’t communicate the in-
centive or advise the user on what will happen next.

• Language and terminology is unclear
• Users need the ability to contact Cassandra team for guidance
• Users find large fonts when doing “work” overwhelming. Work=parsing the content for 

information.
• Articles are very long / User don’t understand how much time they have left while 

scrolling 
• Content hierarchy unclear [Primary Content/Supporting Content etc...]
• Search results were uninformative.
• Does not support PDF download requests / Off-line abilities
• Site Sections are not clearly defined. It’s difficult to know that you have move from one 

section of the site to another.
• No way to get a “Report Centric” (What users are used to from the printed version)
• Users need to understand value as they go.
• Site narrative is missing (“What do I do now?”)
• Inconsistent Templates/Presentation Layer - There’s just enough variety from macro 

to macro that it forces users to figure out where things are all over again. 
• “Data section”, specifically,  doesn’t align with users expectations. It’s not clear what 

data they are looking or how to find it.

Users Frustrations

Takeaways



From there as a team we put together a sample user journey and mapped it against our other business opportunities. The #1 Business priority being to find opportunities to engage cli-
ents through Brand Strategy opportunities. 

User Journey



Design Direction

Logged In Experience
“Where do I start?”

“Where is the 21+ Content?”

“What section am I in?”

“What should I look at next?”

“How is this content relative to me?”

“I still have questions 
before I sign up.”

“How much does it cost?”

Design Direction

Logged Out Experience
“How will this impact my business?”

“What do I get?”

“How does it work?”

Can I see an example?

The unique problem with Cassandra was that the user and the client (pay-
ing client) were not one in the same. Usually the day to day user was and 
internal researcher/marketer/designer who is looking for data to help drive 
brainstorming and innovation decisions or keep other stakeholders in the 
loop on current trends.?

Decision makers on Cassandra were usually accessing the digital version 
pre-membership. Their goal was to understand how it was going to affect 
their bottom line. Is the information relevant to them and how can in be ap-
plied to their vertical. Much of their contact with the Cassandra team is of-
fline, so they’re used to a certain feedback look that the current on line prod-
uct wasn’t effectively addressing. 

Proto-Personas

For the purpose of alignment and helping team focus on a direction we could test something against, we narrowed down the user types to two main users. The Logged Out User and 
Logged in User. From there, two proto-personas were created. Their purpose was to provide some quick reference for the team to maintain focus in decision-making. 

RESEARCHER DECISION MAKER



ArchitectureFlowFeatures



Key Objectives

Users Need a way to.... 
• Find relevant content based on their own mental models
• Understand how content relates to their company or vertical. 
• Discover new content
• Save and share content offline
• Track personal activity on the platform
• Access team for advice
• Keep stakeholders in loop

Next we synthesized all of the research and as team narrowed down the most pressing needs for our user that we could focus on first. We divide it into 
two-buckets. Users and Business goals. 

Cassandra (The Bussiness) needs a  way to....
• Drive conversions
• Create opportunities to better understand client needs
• Understand what content is most helpful to clients
• Increase engagement (First Define “Engagement”)

Business GoalsUser Goals



Solutions
Wires & Micro-interactions



Problem #1: 
User needs a way to quickly find content that is relative to them. Generally referred to as “Discovery”

• Restructured the entire content library to create a narrative 
to help users understand where they are in the system and 
how to navigate.

• Separated Account its own silo, focus all actions you do out 
interacting with content

• Sections are new focused on where the user is in the sys-
tem

• My Cassandra - Home page where you can see latest ac-
tivity

• Content - Where users interacts with all content

• Cassandra Now - Real time news Cassandra information 
on articles, events and social activity

• Insights into Action (Renamed Past Predictions)

Discovery



• Personalized (in the first) the language around the users mental model, creating a  conversational dialouge. 
• Sections now reflect user expectations within the platform. 

Hi, Aaron

MY CASSANDRA CASSANDRA NOWCONTENT PAST PREDICTIONS

• Internal language used to catalogue information did not reflect the way users were engaging the content.
• Terminology needed to be learned and was not informative to users about what was included in each section

Navigation - BEFORE

Navigation - After



Browse by Filtering

Filter Bar
• A new form of discovery. Implementation of a filtering sidebar for discov-

ering content. The categories were based on indexing pre-existing tagging 
system

• Turning on and off toggles auto populates the results on the right hand 
side.

• Total results a updated as well to give the user reference to how much 
content is being returned.

Note: The Problem with search - Searching is only effective when users know 
what they are searching for and the behind the scenes taxonomy aligns with 
those expectations. Surfacing tags shortcuts that burden on the user.



Browse by Filtering

Deleting Tags
• Results display in real-time based on the users choices
• User can modify results by clicking by removing selected filters

Refine Results
• User can further filter results based on specific content type relative to 

them - Macrotrends (Full articles/Themes/Data)



Marcro View Revisited

Problem #2: 
• User need a way to understand what content is related
• User needs a way to see macros relevancy without scrolling and digesting entire 

article 

Sidebar showing content linked to current article
• Based on tagging content. Related articles allows users to quickly jump from arti-

cle to article. 
• As the user scrolls, and indicator shows how long the user has left in the article.
• Icons designates to the user whether or not there is Data contained in the article. 

Extract Data only
• Users can toggle between the full article and extracting just the data. 

Summary of content on each article.
• Users can see what information is covered in the article before scrolling.
• Summarized highlights from article. “In the wild” is intended to give users exam-

ples of how other brands have applied this content to drive decisions.



Marcro View Revisited

Continuous scroll
• When a user scrolls to the end of one article they automatically begin the next one. 

Taking some of the thinking out of “What do I read next”

Preview Supporting articles
• When users hover over and accompanying article they see a preview of that arti-

cle. This provides users’ confidence in their next click will be relevant, cutting down on 
search fatigue.



Interact with Content
Users can highlight content to interact with later. Options include,  Copy to clip-
board(for sharing out of application), highlighting content, and leaving a comment.

Users needed a way to track what they’ve done, organize it and share it with appropriate stakeholders when necessary, The following is one of the solutions we came up with. The ability 
to interactive natively with the content and save within the product.

Note to Self
Once Highlighted users can leave themselves a note about the selection. Users 
can access this info later from their homepage. 

Collate Material



Collate Material

Sharing selected material
1. User can share this content with anyone in their organization from a list of people 

who have similar access.

2. “a” symbol will “tag someone in this comment. User will recieve a notificiation that 
they have been tagged which is public to their group.

3. A note icon is left behind so the user can have quick reference to where comments 
are when scrolling through a long form article.

1.

2.

3.



Users needed consistently asked to download the reports for offline markup. As an MVP version and to better understand how the material was being used we created a feature to allow 
users to request trackable PDF versions of the full articles. 

• There is now an extra option under your account name to requests specific re-
ports. 

• For the MVP version a request for specific reports is sent to Cassandra 
team member who then creates a trackable PDF file and documents who 
requested information.

Download Reports



Edit Personal Info
• Basic information including user role

Edit Password

Manage Newsletters (Email settings)

Manage your Topics
• “Topics” affects how users get pushed various content

Another area of focus was providing user the baseline expectations from an account 
management perspective. 

Account Management


